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Selection of participant feedback 
Regional Outdoors Programme 2008 

We have had a lot of positive feedback.  Below are examples from some of the trips on the 
Regional Outdoors Programme 2008. 

Event Feedback 
Explore Belmont – Dry Creek Nice walk but too short 
Old Coach Road History Trail Should be graded as Easy walk not Moderate so younger people can go, lovely 

pleasant walk 
Battle Hill History Launch Excellent morning, well organised, well presented history. Thanks for the 

opportunity. 
Giant Rata Journey Thoroughly enjoyed walk, good org, good guides, keep up good work 

Lighthouse and Lakes 1 Great event, great staff, good use of rates! 
 It was great; the staff even shared their lunch! 
Lighthouse and Lakes 2 Suggestion that the length in km of walking is included in information and hill 

climbing 
 I would like to say how much I appreciated (and admired) your staff the way they 

coped with the adverse conditions we were treated to.  They were so cheerful 
and helpful in so many ways. 

Go Bush!  Mountain Safety Good introduction to the subject and covered a range of participants experience 
well. Practical component excellent. Suggest you have more info on MSC 
courses available and BC manuals available for sale. 

Paws in the Park Beautiful day, look forward to more events 

Rimutaka Rail Trail I'm glad the quad bike was available to transport some of the less fit some of the 
way 

 Too long at Fell museum, everything else superb, Interpreter, sausage sizzle 
and scones! 

 Great, no pressure to keep up a fast pace, they looked after us well. Great 
sausage and coffee at the summit 

Harakeke – Flax Weaving on the Coast Wonderful course and great people 
Beginners Guide to Fly Fishing I'm a visitor here in NZ and that's one of the best experiences I've had here in 

NZ. I'll remember it forever. Great tutor, nice and friendly, gives a great image of 
kiwis. 

Battle Hill Heli Tramp Everything was just right - we appreciated the pre-heli handouts and had time to 
read them before take-off.  And then checked some of our bird, tree, nature 
books on getting to home to answer some of our many questions about what we 
had seen and heard. 
Altogether a very happy and satisfying big day out! 

Farm to Coast Very well organised and very friendly support staff.  Very satisfied 
 A high level of fitness was really necessary.  Thoroughly enjoyed the day.  

Thank you. 
 


